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An Introduction



Who knew Deodorant could be so exciting?!? 

To say “I was thrilled to get this script” is an understatement! The spot combines everything I love in advertising and everything I try to bring out in my work— 
humor, action, a fun and poppy style, and the opportunity to get creative in the edit.  

We say what we need to say… and we say it LOUDLY. 

This isn’t just about getting the audience to HEAR us. We want them to FEEL why they need us. It’s about taking those deliciously stressful moments that we’ve 
all experienced and pushing them over the top to get a visceral reaction — making them 3x more intense, 3x more dramatic and 3x more hilarious. If this 
deodorant can get you through this chaotic cab ride and still have you smelling like a summer rose, then this deodorant can get you through anything.  

In a time when everyone is 3x more stressed out, Rexona Clinical is the hero we need.  

Plus as someone whose life is chock full of stressful shit, I’m quite excited by the product.  
In fact, I can’t wait to give it a try. I think the crew will also be thrilled if I use it on set.  

So without further adieu, let’s get into it!  



The story
Excitement lives around every corner in the world of CAB HELL. I want to convey the unpredictable quality of living in a 

world where you have no control on what’s going on around you. You’re going to need some serious deodorant to handle 

the sweat from this kind of situation. Thankfully, Rexona is on the job. 

Given the year we’re all having, I think that’s an easily identifiable message and one that applies to everyone watching. 

In order to give you a better idea of how I would shoot CAB HELL, the following is a script breakdown  

of what I see happening on-screen and the feelings it will convey.   
   



We open on our hero— Karen— waiting by the kerb, looking anxious. Laptop bag 
over her shoulder, she’s looking for a cab. Nothing. 
VO: “You’re late for a meeting.” 
Up pulls a ramshackle cab.  
VO: And this is your only option. 

The Camera tracks back rapidly from an Apartment Complex as Karen runs 
out the door and toward a bustling city street (I’m picturing a lady boss, like 
Zazie Beetz). She’s got a laptop slung over her shoulder, a phone in one hand, 
coffee in the other, and her blazer is only half on. She’s still in the middle of 
getting dressed as she raises her hand to hail a cab.  

WHIP PAN to the RIGHT— a nice cab passes. WHIP PAN TO THE LEFT— another nice 
cab passes.   

SCREECH! An utter piece of shit stops RIGHT IN FRONT OF CAMERA.   

It looks… terrifying. Maybe it’s an old fashioned cab or a beat up yellow 
Prius with those stupid eyelashes stuck on the headlights. I want to see duct 
tape holding together the bumper and hear brakes that haven’t been 
calibrated in years. It’s definitely taken some hits and probably has a bumper 
sticker that says “eat my dust.”   

CUT TO THE DRIVER leaning out the window. I’m thinking someone like MELISSA 
MCCARTHY at her most psychotic. She’s got those wrap-around glasses that 
make it look like she just had eye surgery — and boy, does she drive like it 
too. She’s wearing fingerless gloves, a NASCAR tee, and she holds a burrito 
that is… DRIPPING?!  She takes a bite.   

Karen hesitates, then opens the door. The door handle comes off in her hand. 





WIDE OUTSIDE THE CAB — a sea of traffic, horns blaring. This taxi aint’ going anywhere fast. 
CLOSE ON the driver laying on the horn and leaning out the window to make a rude gesture 
to the dude in front of her, then belching and patting her chest.  

What a nightmare.  

In the back, we're dead center on Karen taking stock of her surroundings. Today is not her 
day and this is not the cab ride she imagined. What are we working with? Jump cuts to 
suspicious looking stains that decorate the upholstery, a furry steering wheel cover, 
boxing gloves hanging from the rear-view mirror and one of those little Tiki bobble head 
dolls giving us the finger. Karen puts her hand down on the seat, right in a used WAD OF 
CHEWING GUM. She grimaces and tries to unstick herself.  

BACK ON the driver, sweating like a pig. She flicks the radio dial and we hear a newscaster 
come through on the radio “Get ready, today is going to be a scorcher.”  Karen adjusts her 
collar and tries to open the window but it’s stuck.  Her phone is going Berserk. Ding! 
“Where are you?” DING! “The meeting is starting!” DING! “BOSS IS ASKING FOR YOU!”  

She looks at her phone but is distracted by a loud SPLAT!   

VO: This isn’t a taxi, it’s a chariot from hell.  

THE CAB DRIVER noshes on her burrito. It’s… messy. A large chunk slaps on the dash.  
Karen gags in the back.  

The driver licks her fingers and we get an XCU of her sliding a CD into the slot. Some 
combination of HEAVY METAL and TECHNO fills the car. It skips madly, but the music is so bad 
it’s kind of hard to tell what’s damage and what’s intentional.  
Karen winces.  

SFX RADIO: ‘Get ready, today is going to be a scorcher’. 
The seatbelt is stuck, our driver slams in a techno CD - deafeningly loud and 
skipping madly. 
VO: This isn’t a taxi, it’s a chariot from hell.  
The driver’s behavior is also not very reassuring.



Vo: At least it can’t get any worse. 

“Take a left at…” CRUNCH. The driver rips the GPS off the dashboard, chucks it out the 
window and FLOORS IT. The cab SWERVES to the right, CAREENING ACROSS four lanes of 
traffic and picking up speed. Karen’s eyes widen as she bounces up and down in the back. 
The bobble head dolls on the dash move frantically back and forth.   

The driver hits a speed bump and the door locks start going up and down uncontrollably. 
Black smoke pours from the air conditioning vents. Karen clings to the seatbelt for dear 
life. This cannot be happening!  

The driver clenches the steering wheel, driving like mad— think Cruella de Vlle. She 
whips the steering wheel, making a hard turn.   

The Cab barrels over the sidewalk, nearly pancaking a flock of nuns and just missing a 
mom with a baby. Pedestrians run for their lives.  Our crazy cabby accelerates and HITS 
a flower stand, cab going airborne over the curb.  

The point is, I want to see peonies flying through the air.  

(If this is too much, we could have the driver whip too close to the sidewalk and hit a 
fire-hydrant which would burst, or even just aggressively hit a speed bump or pot hole
— anything that gets us some air and causes Karen to reach out for the coat handle so 
we can see under her arms).  

WE RAMP TO SLOW MOTION —  

Karen bounces around the cab, the driver is screaming at people on the road over the top of 
the loud techno music. Karen is pensive, and grips the coat handle, which snaps off, but not 
before we see her arms look dry and sweat free. 
VO: At least it can’t get any worse…oh there we go. 
Now the door locks are going up and down uncontrollably.  
Cut back to the car madness. Smoke is now wafting from the air vents. Below our Hero’s 
feet we see a hole has opened up in the cab’s floor, beneath her – the road whizzing past 
below. 





We see Karen in the backseat and we zoom in closer to see Karen’s 
hairs on her neck standing up on end, her blood pumping through her 
veins, but no sweat to be seen. 

Time slows to syrup. IN THE CAB, we whoosh by our driver who’s coffee 
and burrito have taken flight. Karen’s eyebrows raise as she sees the 
cabbie’s breakfast heading straight towards her. She reaches up for 
the coat handle and we get a SLOW MO FREEZE FRAME on Karen’s stressed 
out face (think INCEPTION when the car is falling). NEON TEXT flickers on 
top of the image — STRESS LEVEL: HIGH.  

Then we WARP SPEED in one epic shot through Karen’s eye to her BRAIN 
and neurons where we slow down for TEXT — ANXIETY 100%— then we 
pick up speed again and WARP through her body to her HEART PUMPING. An 
ECG MONITOR flickers on — 120 BPM.  

We WARP AGAIN through her body to VEINS PUMPING. BLOOD PRESSURE HIGH! 
Then we fly out though her skin where HAIRS STAND ON END.“FIGHT OR 
FLIGHT MODE: ACTIVATED.” We zoom out of microscopic vision back to a 
normal POV, still in slow-mo beneath Karen’s dry armpit.  

We’re in a low angle MCU under Karen’s arm — PERSPIRATION FORECAST? 
DRY!  A REXONA check mark flickers on under her arm.   

We RAMP BACK to normal speed and SPARKS FLY as the taxi bottoms out 
on the road. Karen is splashed with a smattering of the cabbie’s 
breakfast. Annoyed, she dabs the food off her forehead —  





We have a nice shot of Karen, in a nice modern bathroom getting ready for the day 
— these shots are cleaner and have a warmer, more relaxed color palette— a far 
cry from the visual chaos we just left in the cab.   

This is Karen’s safe place. 

CLOSE on a hero shot of Karen applying the deodorant— our neon graphics 
emphasize the “3X STRONGER” feature. She puts the deodorant back on the shelf and 
we cut back to—   

THE CAB, pulling up outside an office building. Karen gets out looking sweat free 
(but with some burrito residue on her blazer). The front of the cab catches fire as 
the driver pulls away.  

We get an epic hero shot of Karen walking toward the building. In the background 
we see the cab swerve to the side of the road and crash. Causing a HUGE EXPLOSION. 
The Cabbie runs out, police swarm. A firetruck probably pulls up. Citizens run 
around panicked. Our cabbie shrugs. This kind of calamity follows her everywhere. 
She’s nonplussed. 

Karen, oblivious to the chaos behind her, walks in slow motion in front of the 
explosion— happy and smelling great thanks to REXONA!

VO: FOR THOSE REALLY, REALLY, REALLY TESTING DAYS. YOU NEED REXONA CLINICAL, CLINICALLY TESTED 
TO BE 3X STRONGER 

We cut back to the apartment, Karen is applying Rexona Clinical. Finally we’ve arrived. 
Karen walks away from the cab looking sweat free.  

We see the cab has split in two. The driver part of the cab is sat further down the road.  

We cut to the pack shot end device. 
Rexona. It won’t let you down. 3X  

STRONGER!



NOTE!
I deliberately wrote in more scenarios than would fit in one commercial. 

Since we want to make two versions— one with a woman and one with a man — I think we can pick the scenarios that 

we like the best to mix up the two films so they feel similar, but are unique and can stand alone!   

This also gives us the ability to cut the commercial to several different lengths, ensuring its viability for several 

different platforms if necessary.  



EXT KAREN’S APARTMENT  

- WIDE-MCU BOOM DOWN AND PUSH IN ON KAREN 
RUNNING OUT OF APARTMENT TO THE SIDEWALK, 
HAILING A CAB 

- CU dolly around Karen turning the opposite 
way, looking for a cab 

- WHIP PAN RIGHT, SEE NICE CAB PASS 

- WHIP PAN LEFT, SEE ANOTHER NICE CAB PASS 

- LOW, WIDE-ANGLE CU: TOTAL PIECE OF SHIT CAB 
STOPS RIGHT IN FRONT OF CAMERA 

EXAMPLE SHOT LIST

INT/ EXT CAB 

- Super wide establishing, Aerial shot of cab 
caught in sea of traffic  

- 3/4 M-cu  out the right side of the cab. PUSH IN 
ON Cabbie leaning out the window in traffic 
yelling at people 

INT/ EXT CAB (Cont.) 

- MCU dead center, Karen tugging on seatbelt and 
getting text alerts 

- CU Cabbie taking a giant bite of burrito 

- XCU BURRITO SLOP LANDS NEXT TO A BOBBLE HEAD  

- M Profile Karen gags and tries to open a 
window, but it’s stuck  

- 2 shot frontal, Cabbie in foreground (see Karen 
in the back). Cabbie chucks GPS out the window 
and makes a wild turn with the steering wheel  

- XCU CD goes in slot 

- XCU gears shift  

- XCU GPS is ripped off dash  

- CU - Wide tracking shot behind the cab as the 
cracked GPS goes flying out the window past 
camera. The cab pulls away from us, swerving 
madly and picking up speed.  

INT/ EXT CAB (Cont.) 

- Frontal tracking toward cab Right to Left as it       
whips by us  

- CU Karen looking car sick 

-  DEAD FRONT THROUGH GLASS SEE CABBY DRIVING 
LIKE MAD, (Cruella de Ville shot). We see black 
smoke coming up from air vents.  

- Camera mounted behind wheel of the car 
hitting speed bumps, see sparks flying. Would 
be cool if we see the bumper sticker “eat my 
dust” here.  

- PROFILE KAREN holding on for dear life - we see 
locks going up and down 

- Low angle cabbie through steering wheel as 
she makes a dramatic turn  

- Epic wide Cab hitting the flower stand going 
over the curb - pedestrians run for their lives 
and we RAMP to slow motion 

- CU Slow-mo of driver’s face as they fling their 
burrito  

- XCU slow-mo burrito and coffee flying through 
the air 



INT/ EXT CAB (Cont.) 

- CU slow-mo Karen seeing the burrito and 
reaching up for the coat hanger-- FREEZE 
FRAME-- THEN PUSH IN to her eye for vfx shot 

- VFX SHOT: Warp through Karen’s body. See Brain, 
heart, and blood pressure 

- CU- M pull out of VFX shot to slow mo under 
Karen’s arm pit as she reaches for coat handle 
(think inception). We get the Green Check mark!  

- Wide cab hitting the ground and landing hard, 
sparks fly. We ramp back to normal speed  

-  CU Karen’s face Spattered with coffee and 
burrito  

INT Karen’s Apartment  

- Hero Shot Rexona Clinical on the shelf  

- M Karen applying deodorant in her apartment 

EXT OFFICE BUILDING  

- MCU Karen gets out of the cab 

- Wide Karen walks in the foreground in SLOW 
MO as the Cab blows up and we have chaos in 
the background 



The Cast



OUR HEROES!
Both Karen and Peter fill our “everyman” role. They’re 
attractive and should feel like citizens of the world; like their 
background is made up of multiple ethnicities, cultures and 
experiences. I’m thinking of actresses like Zazie Beetz, Rashida 
Jones, Adria Arjona, and Tessa Thompson; Actors like John 
Mulaney, Steven Yuen, Henry Golding, Justin Long, or even a 
young Will Smith!  

It’s very important they have a “smiley face” and a good- 
natured energy that makes them immediately likable. We want 
to be them, but they don’t seem like they lead an unattainable 
life for us.We want to get the feeling that they wouldn’t rock 
the boat and they don’t like causing a scene… otherwise they 
would tell our dear cabbie to go to hell. BUT, with that said, 
They aren’t a pushover either. This is who you would want to be 
your office friend, the guy/ gal you hang with at the water 
cooler. They have a cool vibe, but feel professional too. 

They also ABSOLUTELY MUST have good comic timing. They play 
the straight man, but they have to know how to react to the 
Cabbie to bring out the humor in our cab ride from hell. This is 
the person who makes it land.  



Our driver is a world- class wack job. This is your worst enemy 
with a yellow car. Everything about them screams “punch me in the 
face.” The entire spot rides on this character and having a winning  
comedic performance. It is absolutely essential we get someone 
who can leave their mark on the character.  

Their cab is it’s own insane planet, and they are its supreme ruler.  

When casting the role, we need someone who excels at physical 
comedy and who can create a character in a very short amount of 
time. They’re able to give off an entire personality from the moment 
they pop up on screen. This is an insane narcissist with palpable 
anger issues who is completely oblivious to the social norms of the 
rest of society. An oddball. An eccentric.  

I’m thinking of people like Melissa McCarthy, Kate McKinnon, Leslie 
Jones, or Rebel Wilson. Even though the character is a woman, 
people like Jack Black, Zach Galifianakis, Ken Jeong, or even T.J. 
Miller would also fit nicely. Basically, we want someone who 
could be on SNL.  

In short, we want a train wreck of a human. They’re awful, but we 
can’t look away— a self- righteous slob, a disaster with an 
inflated ego. They can be overweight, but don’t have to be. It’s most 
important is that they exude an annoying disturbing charisma. 

The cabbie!





STYLE & TONE
Bright colors, badassery, and brazen ladies. If Rexona made comic book movies about deodorant, they would look like this spot. 
We’re going for over-the-top, high-octane humor with a lot of adrenaline. It’s poppy and fun, and gets the point across… CLEARLY. 
There is nothing subtle about it.  

This new deodorant is 3X as strong, and so is this commercial. We grab viewers attention immediately and by the end of it, they 
will be so wound up that they’ll have to run out and buy some Rexona Clinical. 





CINEMATOGRAPHY!
There needs to be a visual energy running through the entire spot. Punchy camera moves, crash 
zooms, whip pans, stylized angles, etc. will bring us into the chaos that is this cab ride from 
hell.   

Every decision is about kinetic energy and audience engagement.  

Adding noisy chaos to the images when possible is a plus— things like splashes, particle 
explosions, and color pops. While the camera movement is messy, though, the images themselves 
are clean and poppy— punching up the saturation on bright colors, especially yellow.   

The noisy color of the cab should stand out and scream on-screen. Keeping the shadows cool 
will give us some nice color contrast and really make those mid-tones POP!  

I want this to feel blockbuster-esque, like a superhero movie for deodorant. Shooting on 
anamorphics will add to that aesthetic. We also want to make sure we choose a camera that 
has both high-speed capabilities and can shoot at a very high resolution, especially for the part 
where the cab goes over the curb and we ramp speeds to zoom inside our protagonist reaching 
for the coat handle. Also, occasional use of slow-mo will give a sense of drama, like at the end 
when the cab explodes.  

Cameras that are best for this are the Red, Alexa, or even the Blackmagic. Let’s be cutting edge 
and modern. Let’s channel our inner Roy Lichenstein or Andy Warhol, but with way more 

explosions. The design feels like pop art. We have loud bursts of bright colors
— especially various hues of yellow to match the cab. It grabs visual 
attention and the props we choose need to have a sense of humor to them… 
think rubber duckies, furry steering wheels, dice hanging from a rear view 
mirror, truck nuts, etc. It’s a bit kitsch, but it’s a part of our worldbuilding.  

Juxtaposed against the slick outside world is the dimension inside our cab; 
everything is covered in a layer of dirt and grime. It’s used, it’s broken, and it’s 
dusty. Dirt is our friend. So are stains. Think the outtakes of HBO’s Taxi Cab 
Confessional - the cabs they were too afraid to use for their after hours 
series. Nothing in the cab should feel brand new, everything should give us 
that ICK FACTOR we need to properly stress out our girl Karen. 

DESIGN!



Karen ’s safe placE /  
THE Application shot

Let's spend some time talking about the hero shot— aka the part of the spot 
where Karen applies her Rexona Clinical and looks suave and powerful doing it. 

The look and feel in this scene needs to be different from the rest of our film. This 
is the moment that stands out as calm, clean, and collected. This is where Karen 

feels in the most in control because that's how Rexona makes you feel. It’s 
important that we make it clear that Rexona clinical gives Karen her superpower 

and enables her to withstand whatever stress the day will chuck at her.  

The key to doing that is in our cinematography and design. We'll use smoother 
motion, less aggressive colors, and softer lighting to make it stand out that 
Rexona Clinical is the calm solution we all need for our chaotic lives. We can 

bolster this with calmer sound design, maybe even the literal chirping of birds, 
and a less aggressive edit, so we sit with Karen as she achieves the serenity she 

needs, before taking on the day.   



EDITING & SOUND!

VFX!

We’re going to create a landscape for your mind.  

I want to do a pressure build— slowly increasing the stress toward Karen’s 
boiling point. We start out slow, and as the ride gets crazier, the cutting cuts 
faster! We can also play with speed ramps to add humor and a sense of 
spectacle to what’s happening on screen. 

Our sound helps us track her mood and blood pressure. Risers or even a tea-
kettle boiling low in the mix will get us inside Karen’s head and convey her 
stress to the audience. Augmenting the grating sounds of things like Karen’s 
phone ringing, text message notifications, the cabbie chewing the burrito, 
radio noise, metal grinding, etc. will add to the anxiety.  It should look real, even if we’re doing it in post. I want to take the approach where we use 

VFX to supplement what we shoot on set. Ideally we get as much practically as possible, but 
then supplement in post. This technique will probably be used most effectively at the part 
when the taxi flies through the air and Karen grabs for the coat handle and at the end when 
the taxi BLOWS UP. Having the cab hit things and throwing in more visual noise in post— dirt 
and smoke flying up, particles in the air, etc. — will serve us well.  

We can use these natural elements as wipes for the camera, so we get the illusion of high-
budget, dangerous stunts without having to do them (or pay for them).  

Also, integrating overlays of text and graphical elements can help us add to Karen’s stress 
and terrible day. Things like showing her text messages and stress level with graphics will 
quickly convey her stress level to the viewer. Stylistically, I see these similarly to how 
shows like Sherlock and House of Cards did this, but in more of a NEON or hologram style to 
make it feel modern and cool.  

Finally, obviously the entire “zoom through Karen’s body” will have to be done with 3D 
animation. I see this as being one fluid shot and more “stylized” feeling more like a neon noir 
video game than the actual human body.  

Again, this will save us time and money in the edit. 





If you want a mission statement, it’s “don’t be boring.”  

This whole process should be fun and collaborative! It’s the best way to work and where the best ideas come to light. I love spitballing with the team and going 
back and forth on elements to push the script to be as awesome as possible. With that in mind, I am obsessed with pre-planning. I’m one of those directors who 
lives for pre-production — storyboarding is my best friend. I love mapping out every frame ahead of time and going back and forth with the client to jam on ideas 
so when we get to set, we already know what the final product is going to look like. Animatics, mood boards,  and references photos play a big part. Rehearsing 
when possible is great! 

On the scout, I like to go through every shot with the department heads and “pre-shoot” the movie on a DSLR so that we can clarify any questions ahead of time 
and together see how we can make it better. That way, when we are executing on the day, we already know what we are doing and we can be very efficient. 

No one is surprised when they view the final cut and everyone is excited by the dailies. 

Additionally, I have a very strong background in post-production and have edited most of my own work. I shoot for the edit. Thinking ahead about how this will 
cut and how the vfx will factor in will help us greatly when we get to putting it all together. I even like to edit the storyboards together ahead of time so we 
have an idea about timing and can adjust the shots accordingly before we shoot.  

DIRECToR ’S PROCESS!
’



Thank you!
I mean what I said at the top, I really appreciate the opportunity to pitch on 
such a fun and exciting commercial. It’s a blast! This is one of those ideas 
that I would be jealous watching if it wasn’t shot by me. This script 
combines everything I love in a project — the sense of humor and over-the-
top style are what I live for creatively.   

I would absolutely love to collaborate with you on pushing this to the next 
level, to get it to the point where people are sharing it on Social Media 
because it’s such a badass showcase of a great product. I really enjoyed 
talking to the team on our call, and while we were just spitballing, I felt 
like we were a perfect match in both taste and personality. I want the 
opportunity to work together. I want to nail this both for Rexona and for 
my reel, because this is the definition of “my kinda shit.” 

I’m looking forward to your thoughts and can’t wait to make this 3x more 
epic than every other deodorant commercial… it is for Rexona clinical 
after all. 

Thank you!  

-Cassie  



THAT ’S SOME  
KICKASS DEODARANT!



THE END


